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Abstract
The electronic excitations at the edges of a Hall bar not much wider than a few magnetic
lengths are studied theoretically at filling ν = 2. Both mean-field theory and Luttinger
liquid theory techniques are employed for the case of a null Zeeman energy splitting. The
first calculation yields a stable spin-density wave state along the bar, while the second
one predicts dominant Wigner-crystal correlations along the edges of the bar. We propose
an antiferromagnetic Wigner-crystal groundstate for the edge electrons that reconciles the
two results. A net Zeeman splitting is found to produce canting of the antiferromagnetic
order.
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I. Introduction
It was conjectured long ago by Wigner that a zero-temperature gas of electrons should
transit into a crystalline state as the electron density is lowered to sufficiently dilute levels.1
The conjecture is based on the observation that the electronic wavefunctions are localized
when kinetic energy is absent from the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian. This corresponds
to the former dilute limit.2 More recently, Schulz studied the electron gas confined to one
dimension through a bosonization analysis.3 He found that the zero-temperature ground-
state is best described by a Wigner crystal state at all densities. The complete absence of
a Luttinger liquid state,4 which is the paradigm for one-dimensional (1D) Fermi systems
that experience short-range interactions, is consistent with the incomplete screening that
is characteristic of the electron gas confined to a 1D geometry.
Wigner crystals have also been proposed as groundstates of quantum Hall effect sys-
tems at sufficiently low two-dimensional (2D) electron densities.5 Recently, two of the
authors have shown that the auto-correlations for 2kF charge-density wave (CDW) order
along the edges of a thin quantum Hall bar at electronic filling ν = 1 decay slower than
any power law of the separation.6 The groundstate is fully spin polarized in such case. The
same dependence was obtained by Schulz for the Wigner crystal (4kF ) auto-correlations
in the case of the electron gas confined to one dimension in zero field.3 It stands to reason
then that the groundstate of the edge-electrons for a thin quantum Hall bar at filling ν = 1
is effectively a spin-polarized 1D electron gas with dominant Wigner-crystal correlations.
In this paper, we shall study the nature of the groundstate for the edge electrons of a
thin quantum Hall bar at filling ν = 2,7 in which case both the spin up and the spin down
lowest Landau levels are completely filled. Our main conclusion is that such edge electrons
are best described by a 1D Wigner crystal state with quasi long-range antiferromagnetic
order for Hall bars of widths not much larger than a few magnetic lengths. Evidence in
support of this claim has two sources. First, we find that a spin-density wave (SDW) state
for the edge-electrons is favored over a CDW one in the absence of Zeeman energy splitting
at the mean-field level. (A CDW groundstate for the edge-electrons was obtained within
the mean-field approximation for the case of filling ν = 1 in ref. 6.) The amplitude of
the SDW is exponentially small for Hall bars of widths much larger than a few magnetic
lengths, however.8 This calculation is presented in the next section. Second, we obtain
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dominant Wigner-crystal 4kF correlations that decay slower than any power law in the
absence of Zeeman energy splitting from a standard bosonization analysis of the Luttinger
model for the edge electrons.6−8 Similar results were obtained by Schulz for the unpolarized
1D electron gas.3 This is the subject of section III of the paper. The two results just
cited for the groundstate of the edge-electrons of a quantum Hall bar at filling ν = 2
appear at first sight to be in conflict with each other. To bring them into accord, we then
propose in section IV that the groundstate for the edge electrons is a 1D antiferromagnetic
Mott insulator.2 The previous restriction to zero Zeeman energy splitting is relaxed at
this stage, where the remaining spin-1/2 degrees of freedom are described by an effective
antiferromagnetic chain in external magnetic field. This yields a canted 1D Neel state for
the ground-state spin configuration. We find that the spin auto-correlations of this model
compare favorably with the SDW autocorrelations obtained from the bosonization analysis
of the Luttinger model at null Zeeman splitting (see section III). This lends theoretical
support to our proposal.
II. Mean-field Theory: CDW versus SDW
As is well known, the quantum Hall effect is a physical realization of the two-dimensional
(2D) electron liquid in strong magnetic field.9 The one-electron states are confined to the
lowest Landau level in such case. Consider henceforth the open geometry particular to a
Hall bar of length Ly and of width W . We shall also assume periodic boundary conditions
along both the x (width) and the y (length) directions, with each of the respective periods,
Lx and Ly, being much greater than W . The quantum mechanical description of this
system is therefore given by the Hamiltonian H = H0 +H1, with kinetic energy
H0 =
∑
x,s
εx,sc
†
x,scx,s (1)
and with Coulomb interaction energy
H1 = (2LxLy)
−1
∑
s1,s2
∑
x1,x2,~q
V (~q)eiqx(x1−x2−qyl
2
0
)e−q
2l2
0
/2c†x1,s1c
†
x2,s2cx2+qyl20,s2cx1−qyl20,s1
(2)
expressed in second quantized form.6 In particular, the operator c
†
x,s creates a spin s =↑, ↓
electron in the lowest Landau level at transverse position x within the Hall bar. We
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take the Landau gauge, which means that the longitudinal momentum of this eigenstate
along the bar is equal to ky = x/l
2
0, where l0 = (h¯c/eB)
1/2 is the magnetic length. The
corresponding one-electron eigenenergy has the form
εx,s = ε0(x) + sEZ/2, (s = +,−) (3)
where EZ = g0µBH is the Zeeman energy splitting of the lowest Landau level. (The
equivalent quantum numbers x and ky will be freely interchanged throughout the paper.)
The dispersion, ε0(x), of the Landau levels is dictated by the nature of the edge potentials
(see Fig. 1 and ref. 10). Last, V (q) = 2πe2/ǫq above represents the Fourier transform
of the repulsive Coulomb interaction, where ǫ denotes the dielectric constant. Depending
on the 2D electron density, n, the lowest Landau level can be (fractionally) filled by a
factor of ν = 2πl20n. The ν = 2 state, for example, consists of completely filled lowest
Landau levels for both of the spin-12 quantum numbers. Below, we present evidence for
the existence of dominant SDW correlations along the edges of the Hall bar at this filling
through a mean-field calculation.
Two of the authors have found theoretical evidence for a CDW instability of the edge
electrons in the quantum Hall state at ν = 1,6 in which case the lowest Landau level
corresponding to spin up is completely filled, while the spin down level is empty. We shall
now determine the nature of such Peierls instabilities in the case where both of the lowest
Landau levels are filled (ν = 2). In order to simplify the analysis that follows, we shall
first assume a null Zeeman energy splitting, EZ = 0. This constraint will be relaxed later
in section IV. Consider now the CDW/SDW trial wavefunction
|DWn〉 = Πk,s[u
′
k + s
nv′kc
†
k+g(k),sck−g(k),s] ·Π|q|≤kF ,sc
†
q,s|0〉, (4)
with coherence factors u′k and v
′
k, and with index n = 0, 1. Here, g(k) = (sgn k) kF denotes
one-half of the CDW/SDW nesting vector. Its magnitude coincides with the Fermi wave-
number, kF =
1
2W/l
2
0, with respect to the momentum quantum number of the one-electron
states parallel to the edges of the Hall bar. In the trivial case that u′k = 1 and v
′
k = 0,
we then have a Fermi sea of free electron states localized at transverse position x that
extends out to the (Fermi) edges of the Hall bar: i.e., |x| < 12W (see Fig. 1). In the
more general case v′k 6= 0, however, |DW0〉 represents a CDW state, with nesting vector
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2kF , while |DW1〉 represents the corresponding SDW state with staggered magnetization
oriented parallel to the spin quantization axis zˆ. Note that the absence of Zeeman energy
splitting implies that the Hamiltonian H0 +H1 has SU(2) spin rotation symmetry, which
guarantees that SDW states formed along any other quantization axis are degenerate. (It
will be shown in section IV that the presence of a nonzero Zeeman energy splitting favors
transverse SDW states.) The corresponding oscillations in the electronic density and in
the electronic spin that characterize these states are computed at the end of Appendix
A. The CDW state, for example, shows cos(2kF y) oscillations of the electron density
at longitudinal position y along the Hall bar, while the SDW state instead shows such
oscillations in the spin density of the edge electrons [see Eq. (A16)]. Such oscillations are
found to be exponentially small, however, for Hall bars of widths that are much greater
than a few magnetic lengths [see Eq. (A17) and ref. 8].
To proceed further, it is useful to observe that the groundstate wavefunction (4) can
be re-expressed as the product,
|DWn〉 = Πk,sA
†
k,s|0〉, (5)
of quasiparticle excitations
A
†
k,s = ukc
†
k−kF ,s
+ snvkc
†
k+kF ,s
, (6)
with the restriction to wave-numbers |k| < kF . This restriction shall be implicit in all
subsequent sums and products over quantum numbers. Above, we have the identities
uk = u
′
k and vk = v
′
k for k > 0, and uk = v
′
k and vk = u
′
k for k < 0. The normalization
condition 〈DWn|DWn〉 = 1 thus imposes the standard constraint
|uk|
2 + |vk|
2 = 1 (7)
on the coherence factors. Notice that the quasiparticle creation operators then also satisfy
the normal fermionic commutation relations
{Ai, A
†
j } = δi,j (8)
and
{Ai, Aj} = 0 = {A
†
i , A
†
j }, (9)
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where i = (k, s) and j = (k′, s′) enumerate the corresponding quantum numbers. We can
now make use of the identity (5) in conjunction with the above commutation relations to
compute the groundstate energy of the trial density wave state (4). The kinetic energy
E0 = 〈DWn|H0|DWn〉 for the CDW/SDW state is thereby obtained and found to take the
form
E0 = 2
∑
x
ε0(x)nx. (10)
Here
nx = |ux+kF |
2 + |vx−kF |
2 (11)
is the mean quasiparticle occupation.
The calculation of the Coulomb energy E1 = 〈DWn|H1|DWn〉 requires more work,
however. First, it is useful to note that this expectation value is equal to the sum, E1 =
Edir + Eexc, of a direct Coulomb energy
Edir =
∑
s1,s2
∑
x1,x2,q
B(q, x1 − x2)〈c
†
x1,s1
cx1−q,s1〉〈c
†
x2,s2
cx2+q,s2〉 (12)
and of an exchange Coulomb energy
Eexc = −
∑
s1,s2
∑
x1,x2,q
B(q, x1 − x2)〈c
†
x1,s1
cx2+q,s2〉〈c
†
x2,s2
cx1−q,s1〉. (13)
Here, we define the effective potential
B(q, x) = (2LxLy)
−1
∑
k
V (k, q)eik(x−q)e−(k
2+q2)/2. (14)
Above, and hence-forth, we measure all lengths in units of the magnetic length: l0 → 1.
After assuming the form (5) for the CDW/SDW groundstate wavefunction, it is demon-
strated in the Appendix A that the corresponding particle-hole expectation values that
appear above are given by
〈c†x,scx′,s′〉 = δs,s′
∑
w,w′=±
(w)∗x,s(w
′)x′,s′δx,x′+kF (w−w′), (15)
with the coherence factors renamed (−)x,s = ux+kF and (+)x,s = s
nvx−kF for convenience
[see Appendix A, Eqs. (A1)-(A7)]. The product edir = 〈c
†
x1,s1cx1−q,s1〉 · 〈c
†
x2,s2cx2+q,s2〉
that appears in expression (12) for the direct Coulomb energy thus takes the form
edir =
∑
w,w′=±
(w)∗x1,s1(w
′)x1−q,s1δq,kF (w−w′) ·
∑
z,z′=±
(z)∗x2,s2(z
′)x2+q,s2δq,kF (z′−z). (16)
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On the other hand, the product eexc = 〈c
†
x1,s1cx2+q,s2〉 · 〈c
†
x2,s2cx1−q,s1〉 that appears in
expression (13) for the exchange Coulomb energy can be obtained from the direct term
(16) through the replacement q → −q + x1 − x2 in the case of like spins, s1 = s2 [see
Appendix A, Eq. (A12)]. It is zero otherwise. After some manipulation [see Appendix A,
Eqs. (A11) and (A13)], we therefore obtain the final form
E1 =
∑
x1,x2
Dx1,x2nx1nx2 +
∑
x1,x2
D′x1,x2Re(u
∗
x1
vx1ux2v
∗
x2
) (17)
for the total Coulomb interaction energy, with direct and exchange kernals
Dx1,x2 =4B(0, x1 − x2)− 2B(x1 − x2, x1 − x2), (18)
D′x1,x2 =δn,0 · 4
∑
w=±
B(2kFw, x1 − x2 + 2kFw)
− 2
∑
w=±
B(x1 − x2, x1 − x2 + 2kFw), (19)
respectively. Observe that the exchange kernal (19) diverges logarithmically at the Fermi
surface, x1 = 0 = x2, with an attractive sign. The divergent nature of the Peierls instability
present in the 1D Fermi sea (v′k = 0) then implies that the edge-electrons are unstable to
CDW/SDW condensates (4). Yet the difference in energy between the CDW (n = 0) and
SDW (n = 1) states (4) is then equal to
ECDW − ESDW = 4
∑
x1,x2
∑
w=±
B(2kFw, x1 − x2 + 2kFw) · Re(u
∗
x1
vx1ux2v
∗
x2
) (20)
for a given set of coherence factors. The sum
∑
w=±
B(2kFw, x1 − x2 + 2kFw) = 2B(2kF , x1 − x2 + 2kF )
is positive, however, which yields the inequality
ESDW < ECDW. (21)
If we now take the coherence factors to be those that minimize the CDW energy functional
ECDW[uk, vk], then the above inequality necessarily implies that minESDW < minECDW.
We conclude, therefore, that the SDW state is more stable than the CDW states within
the present mean-field theory approximation.
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III. Luttinger Liquid Model
The previous meanfield result indicates that SDW correlations along the edges of a
thin Hall bar are likely to be important at filling ν = 2 in the absence of Zeeman splitting,
EZ = 0. Recent work by two of the authors indicates that the groundstate of the edge
electrons in the fully spin-polarized ν = 1 state is a CDW,6 which is consistent with
this result. These authors found, however, that the long-range CDW autocorrelations
decay slower than any power law, contrary to what occurs in the case of short-range
interactions.4 In addition, Schulz showed that the 1D electron gas is better described by
a Wigner crystal state than by a CDW or SDW one.3 Could a Wigner crystal state then
be the true electronic groundstate at the edges of the quantum Hall bar in the absence of
Zeeman splitting (EZ = 0) for filling ν = 2 as well? Indeed, we shall demonstrate below
that the low-energy long-wavelength effective theory for the edge-electrons in such case
corresponds to that of a modified 1D electron gas.
In order to answer the question just posed, we need to obtain more information about
the dominant long-wavelength electronic correlations at the edges of the Hall bar for filling
ν = 2. To this end, we introduce the following components of the Luther-Emery (LE)
model Hamiltonian,11 H = H‖ + H⊥, that can describe the low-energy dynamics of the
edge electrons at zero temperature in the absence of Zeeman splitting:
H‖ =
∑
s=↑,↓
∫
dy
[
vF
(
L†s i∂yLs −R
†
s i∂yRs
)
+ g2,‖L
†
sR
†
sRsLs+
+ g4,‖
(
L†sLsL
†
sLs +R
†
sRsR
†
sRs
)]
, (22)
H⊥ =
∫
dy
[
g1,⊥
(
L
†
↑R
†
↓L↓R↑ + h.c.
)
+ g2,⊥
(
L
†
↑L↑R
†
↓R↓ +R
†
↑R↑L
†
↓L↓
)]
+
+ g4,⊥
(
L
†
↑L↑L
†
↓L↓ +R
†
↑R↑R
†
↓R↓
)
. (23)
Here, eikF yRs(y) = L
−1/2
y
∑
k e
ikyas(k) and e
−ikF yLs(y) = L
−1/2
y
∑
k e
ikybs(k) denote
field operators for right and left moving spin s fermions along the respective edges of the
Hall bar. In particular, as(k) and bs(k) denote the respective annihilation operators for
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spin s edge electrons of momentum k that move along the right and the left edges of the
Hall bar, with a Fermi surface at ±kF . Note that point splitting and normal ordering of
the interaction terms in H‖ and in H⊥ is implicit where necessary.
4 Spin-charge separation
then yields the factorization H‖ +H⊥ = Hρ +Hσ of the electronic excitations along the
coupled edges of the Hall bar, where
Hρ =
∑
q>0
∑
j=R,L
2πvρ(q)ρj(q)ρj(−q) +
∑
q
gρ(q)ρR(q)ρL(−q) (24)
Hσ =
∑
q>0
∑
j=R,L
2πvσ(q)σj(q)σj(−q) +
∑
q
gσ(q)σR(q)σL(−q) +H⊥,1 (25)
are the respective commuting portions of the Hamiltonian. Here,
ρj(q) = 2
−1/2[ρj(q, ↑) + ρj(q, ↓)] and σj(q) = 2
−1/2[ρj(q, ↑)− ρj(q, ↓)]
are the standard particle-hole operators for collective charge and spin excitations, with
ρR(q, s) = L
−1/2
y
∑
k a
†
s(q+ k)as(k) and ρL(q, s) = L
−1/2
y
∑
k b
†
s(q+ k)bs(k), while H⊥,1 =
g1,⊥
∑
s
∫
dyL
†
sR
†
−sL−sRs is the LE spin-backscattering process. Also, the Fermi velocities
and interaction strengths for each component are renormalized by the forward scattering
processes [see Eqs. (22) and (23)] to
vρ,σ =vF + (g4,‖ ± g4,⊥)/2π, (26)
gρ,σ =g2,‖ ± g2,⊥, (27)
where the +(−) signs above correspond to the ρ(σ) label. Last, it is important to remark
that SU(2) spin rotation invariance yields the identity
g2,‖ − g2,⊥ = −g1,⊥ (28)
between gσ = g2,‖−g2,⊥ and the strength of the spin-backscattering interaction, in addition
to the identity
g4,‖ = g4,⊥ (29)
between the forward scattering processes.
Let us now determine the interaction parameters that are theoretically expected for
the above LE model in the case of the quantum Hall bar with null Zeeman splitting.7 Since
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the Coulomb interaction is spin independent, we have the identities
g2,‖ =
1
2
Vinter = g2,⊥ (30)
g4,‖ =
1
2
Vintra = g4,⊥ (31)
between the above LE model interaction parameters and the Fourier transforms
Vintra(q) =
2e2
ǫ
ln
γ0
qW
(32)
Vinter(q) =
2e2
ǫ
K0(qW ) (33)
of the respective intra-edge and the inter-edge Coulomb potentials. Above, γ0 is a constant
of order unity and K0(x) is a modified Bessel function. These assignments then yield a
wave-number dependent Luttinger liquid for the charge sector (compare with ref. 6),
parametrized by
vρ(q) = vF + Vintra(q)/2π and gρ(q) = Vinter(q), (34)
and a free theory,
vσ = vF and gσ = 0 = g1,⊥, (35)
for the spin sector. The latter necessarily implies that the spin gap is null. As a first probe
of the nature of this system, we shall compute the static one-particle correlation function at
asymptotically large separations via the standard abelian bosonization technique.12 Spin-
charge separation yields the form 〈Ψs(0)Ψ
†
s(y)〉 = Gρ(y)Gσ(y) for this quantity, where
Ψs(y) = Ls(y) +Rs(y) (36)
is the field operator that coherently removes a spin s edge electron at longitudinal po-
sition y along the Hall bar. The bosonization technique yields the expressions Gρ(y) ∼
exp[−const. × (ln y)3/2/(lnW )1/2] and Gσ(y) ∼ (α0/y)1/2 for the asymptotic one-particle
autocorrelators of the charge and spin sectors, respectively. Here, α0 denotes the natural
ultra-violet length scale of the edge electrons. The non-algebraic dependence of Gρ(y) is a
result of the wave-number dependence (34) of the Luttinger model parameters due to the
Coulomb interaction (see refs. 3 and 6). We therefore obtain the asymptotic result
〈Ψs(0)Ψ
†
s(y)〉 ∼ (α0/y)
1/2exp[−const.× (ln y)3/2/(lnW )1/2] (37)
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for the static one-particle autocorrelator, which notably decays faster than any power law.
This clearly indicates that the edge electrons of the quantum Hall bar at ν = 2 are not
in a Luttinger liquid state in the absence of Zeeman splitting, EZ = 0. [It should be
remarked that the both the spin and the charge sectors of the LE model, Eqs. (24) and
(25), exhibit Lorentz invariance. This implies that dynamic autocorrelations are related
to the corresponding static ones by a suitable identification of the time difference t with
the relative displacement y. (See refs. 7, 8 and 12.)]
To gain yet more information about the nature of the correlated state along the edges
of the ν = 2 quantum Hall bar, we shall now compute the CDW and SDW auto-correlation
functions. Again, the bosonization technique shall be employed. The free spin sector (35)
implies that the former are identical (Kσ = 1, see ref. 4). It is therefore sufficient to
compute the autocorrelator for the 2kF CDW order parameter, O2 = R
†
↑L↑ + R
†
↓L↓. It
has the form 〈O2(0)O
†
2(y)〉 = cos(2kF y)Cρ(y)Cσ(y), where
6 Cρ(y) ∼ exp[−const.
′ × (ln y ·
lnW )1/2] and4 Cσ(y) ∼ α0/y are the respective charge and spin contributions. This yields
the result
〈O2(0)O
†
2(y)〉 ∼ cos(2kFy) · (α0/y) · exp[−const.
′ × (ln y · lnW )1/2] (38)
for the CDW/SDW autocorrelator asymptotically, which predominantly decays as 1/y (see
also ref. 8). Finally, we compute the auto-correlation function for the 4kF Wigner-crystal
order parameter, O4 = R
†
↑R
†
↓L↓L↑. Application of the bosonization technique yields the
asymptotic form
〈O4(0)O
†
4(y)〉 ∼ cos(4kFy) · exp[−2 const.
′ × (ln y · lnW )1/2], (39)
which decays slower than any power law.3 Notice that sub-algebraic factors are common
to both the CDW/SDW and to the 4kF autocorrelators, (38) and (39). We conclude that
Wigner crystal correlations are dominant along the edges of the quantum Hall bar in the
absence of Zeeman energy splitting at filling ν = 2.
IV. Antiferromagnetic Wigner Crystal Proposal
The prior Luttinger model analysis for the dynamics of the edge electrons along a
quantum Hall bar at filling ν = 2 in the absence of Zeeman energy splitting indicates that
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the corresponding groundstate is in fact a 1D Wigner crystal of periodicity a = π/2kF .
Although SDW correlations are also found to be quasi long range, they are subdominant.
The meanfield analysis presented in section II found dominant SDW order with respect to
CDW order, however. These results seem to be incompatible at first site. In principle, the
meanfield result could simply be wrong. We believe this not to be the case, however, for the
following reasons. It can be easily shown that a meanfield analysis13 of the Luther-Emery
model, (22) and (23), in terms of CDW, SDW, and Cooper pair order parameters for the
edge electrons recovers the same phase diagram that is obtained from a renormalization-
group analysis of the equivalent Coulomb-gas ensemble.4,12 This indicates that the mean-
field analysis made in section II for the entire quantum Hall bar is correct in so far as the
phase stability is concerned.
We propose instead the following solution to the puzzle outlined above: The ground-
state of the edge electrons along a quantum Hall bar at ν = 2 is effectively described by a
spin-1/2 antiferromagnetic chain in external magnetic field, with lattice constant
a = πl20/W. (40)
Notice that Eq. (40) indicates that the Mott localization effect2 increases as the width W
of the strip decreases. The dominant Wigner crystal correlations obtained in the previous
section indicate that the effective 1D spin-1/2 fermions represented by the field operator
Ψs(y) [see Eq. (36)] are localized at longitudinal points yi = i · a along the Hall bar. The
remaining effective spin degree of freedom
~Si =
1
2
∑
s,s′
Ψ†s(yi)~σs,s′Ψs′(yi) (41)
is a coherent measure of the spin along both edges of the Hall bar. It is then governed by
the Hamiltonian for the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain (J > 0) in external magnetic
field ~h = EZ zˆ:
14
Hσ = J
∑
i
~Si · ~Si+1 − ~h ·
∑
i
~Si. (42)
The spin-wave excitations of the chain also disperse linearly,15 with a group velocity v′σ =
πJa/2h¯ in zero field. The latter is obtained from comparison with the exact Bethe ansatz
solution for the spin-1/2 Heisenberg chain.16 Notice that the absence of a spin gap is
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consistent with the previous Luttinger model analysis. Indeed, comparison with Eq. (35)
in turn yields the formula
J = (2/π)2h¯kF vF (43)
for the effective exchange-coupling constant in zero field.
The above spin-1/2 antiferromagnetic chain (42) is well understood theoretically. The
groundstate is a Neel state (plus zero-point spin-wave fluctuations) that is canted in the
direction of the external field. Indeed, the application of the Jordan-Wigner transformation
to this spin chain yields an equivalent system of interacting 1D spinless fermions.17 A
subsequent Luttinger model analysis then yields asymptotic transverse and longitudinal
static spin correlations
〈S+i S
−
i+m〉 ∼(−1)
m/m (44)
〈δSzi δS
z
i+m〉 ∼[cos(2kFa ·m)]/m, (45)
at low fields that are consistent with such a canted antiferromagnetic state (see Appendix
B). Above, δSz refers to the deviation of the magnetization with respect to the mean spin
polarization
〈Szi 〉 = χ⊥hz (46)
along the direction zˆ of the applied field, while kF ∼= π/2a denotes the field-dependent
Fermi wavenumber of the 1D spinless fermions. Here χ⊥ = 1/π
2J is the transverse
magnetic susceptibility known exactly at zero field.16 In particular, the incommensurate
SDW (45) represents the effect of canting, whereas the transverse spin correlations (44)
describe the antiferromagnetic component of the configuration. Observe that the spin
auto-correlators, (44) and (45), are quite similar to the SDW auto-correlator (38) obtain
previously from the Luttinger model analysis for the edge-electron dynamics in the ab-
sence of Zeeman splitting. The only difference between the two results is the absence of an
additional sub-algebraic factor in the spin auto-correlators for the antiferromagnetic chain.
This is likely to be connected with the fact that the analog of the 4kF autocorrelator (39)
in the spin-chain model (42) is simply the density-density correlation function, which is
identically equal to unity, and which therefore shows no such sub-algebraic dependence.
Last, the canted Neel state saturates to a fully polarized state at a critical field hc ∼ J .
Comparison of the edge band structure depicted in Fig. 1 with Eq. (43) indicates, however,
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that the system has passed into a ν = 1 quantum Hall state by then. The later never-
theless possesses a ferromagnetic groundstate spin configuration and Wigner-crystal-type
correlations along the edges.6 This coincides precisely with the nature of the saturated
canted antiferromagnetic state at hc.
Given the above Wigner-crystal proposal, we can now go back and make contact with
the previous mean-field calculation presented in section II. In the limit of small Zeeman
field, ~h → 0, the change in energy of a SDW state in comparison to its zero-field value
takes the bilinear form
δESDW/N = −
1
2
(χ‖h
2
‖ + χ⊥h
2
⊥) (47)
in terms of the parallel and perpendicular paramagnetic susceptibilities and fields with
respect to the staggered magnetization of the SDW. Here N denotes the total number of
conduction electrons in the Hall bar. The presence of a single-particle gap in the mean-field
excitation spectrum implies that the longitudinal susceptibility is null, however, at zero
temperature: χ‖ = 0. Also, comparison with the previous antiferromagnetic chain yields
a non-zero transverse paramagnetic susceptibility, χ⊥ ∼ J
−1. Eq. (47) then indicates
that the lowest-energy SDW states are those with the staggered magnetization oriented
perpendicular to the external field: e.g.
|SDWx〉 = Πk,s[u
′
k + v
′
kc
†
k+g(k),sck−g(k),−s] ·Π|q|≤kF ,sc
†
q,s|0〉. (48)
Examination of Fig. 1 reveals that such mean-field SDW states permit a unique definition
of the nesting vector, 2kF . The free Fermi sea thus experiences a Peierls instability that
mixes the spin quantum number following Fig. 1. Notice, however, that a unique nesting
vector cannot be defined in either the case of the CDW or of the longitudinal SDW states,
|DW0〉 and |DW1〉 = |SDWz〉, for EZ > 0. This is undoubtedly the principal reason why
such states are not stable in general. [We remind the reader that the longitudinal (4) and
transverse (48) SDW states are degenerate in the absence of Zeeman energy splitting due
to SU(2) spin rotation symmetry.]
V. Conclusions
By combining the results obtained from a mean-field theory and a Luttinger liquid
analysis of the edge-electrons of a thin quantum Hall bar at filling ν = 2, we propose
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that the corresponding groundstate is in a Wigner crystal state, with the remaining spin
degrees of freedom arranged into a canted antiferromagnetic configuration. The amplitude
of both the respective CDW and SDW is exponentially small, however, for Hall bars of
width much larger than a few magnetic lengths [see Appendix A, Eqs. (A16) and (A17),
and ref. 8]. We remind the reader that two of the authors have shown that a similar
Wigner crystal/CDW state is expected theoretically along the edges of a quantum Hall
bar in the fully spin-polarized state found at filling ν = 1.6
There are various experimental tests that could identify the above Wigner-crystal
canted antiferromagnetic state at ν = 2. First, it is known that any 1D Wigner crystal
is pinned by a single “backscattering” impurity.18,19 In the present context, such a defect
corresponds to a correlated pin that extends in the transverse direction from one edge
of the Hall bar to the other. Nonlinear conduction along the length of the Hall bar is
then expected below a threshold voltage, while ohmic conduction is expected above this
threshold. The former corresponds to a pinned Wigner crystal state while the latter
corresponds to a sliding Wigner crystal state. Second, a good probe for the predicted
SDW order is the spin-lattice relaxation rate, 1/T1, in nuclear magnetic resonance.
8 This
quantity is directly proportional to the transverse spin-correlator (44), which means that
it is sensitive to the canted antiferromagnetic order predicted here theoretically.
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National Science Foundation through grant # DMR-9322427, and partial support from the
Spanish Ministry for Education and Culture. L.B. was supported in part by the Spanish
Ministry for Education and Culture under contract # PB 960085.
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Appendix A: Evaluation of 〈c
†
x′,s′cx,s〉, etc.
Eqs. (12) and (13) indicate that the essential object in the evaluation of the Coulomb
energy (2) with respect to the CDW/SDW groundstate [Eqs. (4) and (5)] is the particle-
hole expectation value
〈DWn|c
†
x′,s′cx,s|DWn〉 = 〈0|Πi′Ai′ · c
†
x′,s′cx,s ·ΠiA
†
i |0〉. (A1)
The latter can be computed by progressively commuting the annihilation operator cx,s to
the right, and by progressively commuting the creation operator c
†
x′,s′ to the left above.
This process results in the identity
cx,s|DWn〉 =
∑
i
(−1)i+1{cx,s, A
†
i }Πj 6=iA
†
j |0〉 (A2)
for the correlated hole excitation. Evidently, it is a coherent sum of all possible hole
excitations weighted by the appropriate commutator
{cx,s, A
†
i } = δs,si(ukiδx,ki−kF + s
n
i vkiδx,ki+kF ). (A3)
Use of the identity 〈0|AiA
†
j |0〉 = δi,j for the quasiparticle excitations then yields the
expression
〈DWn|c
†
x′,s′cx,s|DWn〉 =
∑
i
{Ai, c
†
x′,s′}{cx,s, A
†
i } (A4)
for the expectation value (A1). Finally, substitution of (A3) above yields the desired result
〈DWn|c
†
x′,s′cx,s|DWn〉 = δs,s′
∑
w,w′=±
(w)∗x′,s′(w
′)x,sδx′,x+kF (w−w′) (A5)
for the expectation value in terms of the coherence factors, which have been renamed as
(−)x,s = ux+kF (A6)
(+)x,s = s
nvx−kF (A7)
for convenience.
We shall next evaluate the products
edir =〈DWn|c
†
x1,s1cx1−q,s1|DWn〉 · 〈DWn|c
†
x2,s2cx2+q,s2|DWn〉 (A8)
eexc =〈DWn|c
†
x1,s1
cx2+q,s2|DWn〉 · 〈DWn|c
†
x2,s2
cx1−q,s1|DWn〉 (A9)
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that appear in expressions (12) and (13) for the direct and exchange contributions to the
Coulomb interaction energy. Substitution of the prior result (A5) into (A8), for example,
yields the expression
edir =
∑
w,w′=±
(w)∗x1,s1(w
′)x1−q,s1δq,kF (w−w′) ·
∑
z,z′=±
(z)∗x2,s2(z
′)x2+q,s2δq,kF (z′−z) (A10)
for the direct term. After some manipulation, one obtains the final result
edir = δq,0
∑
w=±
|(w)x1,s1 |
2
∑
w′=±
|(w′)x2,s2 |
2+
+
∑
w=±
δq,2kFw(w)
∗
x1,s1(w¯)x1−2kFw,s1(w¯)
∗
x2,s2(w)x2+2kFw,s2 (A11)
for the product (A8), where we define the notation w¯ = −w. In the case of the exchange
term (A9), on the other hand, substitution of (A5) yields the expression
eexc = δs1,s2
∑
w,w′=±
(w)∗x1,s1(w
′)x2+q,s2δx1−x2−q,kF (w−w′)×
×
∑
z,z′=±
(z)∗x2,s2(z
′)x1−q,s1δx1−x2−q,kF (z′−z). (A12)
Again, after some manipulation, we arrive at the result
eexc = δs1,s2
(
δq,x1−x2
∑
w=±
|(w)x1,s1 |
2
∑
w′=±
|(w′)x2,s2 |
2+
+
∑
w=±
δq,x1−x2−2kFw(w)
∗
x1,s1
(w¯)x1−2kFw,s1(w¯)
∗
x2,s2
(w)x2+2kFw,s2
)
.
(A13)
Notice that eexc can be obtained from edir by making the replacement q → −q + x1 − x2
in the case of like spins, s1 = s2 [see Eqs. (A8) and (A9)].
Last, we shall compute the expectation value of the number/spin density operator
S(µ)(~r) =
∑
s,s′
∑
k,k′
a
(µ)
s,s′〈k|~r〉〈~r|k
′〉c
†
k,sck′,s′ (A14)
at a point ~r = (x, y) in the Hall bar. Here a(1), a(2) and a(3) are the Pauli matrices
corresponding to the spin density, while a
(0)
s,s′ = δs,s′ corresponds to the number density.
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Also, the wavefunction 〈k|~r〉 = L
−1/2
y eikyφk(x) represents an electron with momentum
k along the right edge of the Hall bar in the Landau gauge, with the guiding center
factor φk(x) = π
−1/4l
−1/2
0 exp[−(x−kl
2
0)
2/2l20]. Use of the result (A5) for the particle-hole
amplitude yields the expression
〈S(µ)(~r)〉 =
∑
s
∑
k,k′
a(µ)s,s 〈k|~r〉〈~r|k
′〉
∑
w,w′=±
(w)∗k,s(w
′)k′,sδk,k′+kF (w−w′), (A15)
for the expectation value of the number/spin density (A14). After some manipulation, we
obtain the final form
〈S(µ)(~r)〉 =L−1y
∑
k,s
a(µ)s,s
[
|φk−kF (x)|
2|uk|
2 + |φk+kF (x)|
2|vk|
2
]
+
+ 2 cos(2kFy + φ)L
−1
y
∑
k,s
[a(µ)s,s · s
n]φk+kF (x)φk−kF (x)|u
∗
kvk|, (A16)
where φ is the relative phase in between the coherence factors at k = 0. Since
∑
s a
(0)
s,s ·sn =
2 and
∑
s a
(3)
s,s ·sn = 0 for the CDW state, |DW0〉, and vice versa for the SDW state, |DW1〉,
we conclude that the CDW state shows cos(2kF y+φ) oscillations in the electronic density
along the Hall bar, while the SDW state shows such oscillations in the electronic spin
density along the z-axis [see the contributions to the second term in Eq. (A16) near
k = 0]. The amplitude of such oscillations is limited by the product
φk+kF (x)φk−kF (x) = π
−1/2l−10 e
−[(x−kl2
0
)/l0]
2−(kF l0)
2
(A17)
of the guiding center wavefunctions at the opposing edges, which is appreciable for thin
Hall bars, W <∼ 2l0.
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Appendix B: S = 1/2 Antiferromagnetic Chain in External Field
We shall now reproduce the well-known bosonization analysis14 of the s = 1/2 anti-
ferromagnetic chain (42) for the purpose of showing that the groundstate in external field
is in a canted Neel configuration. It is useful to consider first the more general case with
anisotropy described by the Hamiltonian
Hσ =
∑
i
[1
2
Jxy(S
+
i S
−
i+1 + S
+
i+1S
−
i ) + JzS
z
i S
z
i+1 − hzS
z
i
]
(B1)
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for the s = 1/2 XXZ chain in external magnetic field hz aligned parallel to the anisotropy
axis. Application of the Jordan-Wigner transformation17
S−i = fie
iπNi and S+i = f
†
i e
−iπNi (B2)
of the lowering and raising operators to spinless fermions, fi, plus the stringNi =
∑
j<i f
†
j fj
yields the equivalent fermion representation
Hσ =
∑
i
[1
2
Jxy(f
†
i fi+1 + h.c.) + Jznini+1 − hzni
]
(B3)
of the spin Hamiltonian (B1). Above, we have used the identity
Szi = ni −
1
2
(B4)
in between the spin operator along the anisotropy axis and the occupation number ni =
f
†
i fi for the spinless fermions. This system is a compressible Luttinger liquid for Jxy ≥ Jz,
which translates into a paramagnetic response
〈Szi 〉 = χ⊥hz. (B5)
Comparison of the latter with Eq. (B4) then indicates that the system of spinless fermions
(B3) is half filled at zero field, and off half filling at hz 6= 0. Following Luther and Peschel,14
the correlation functions can be easily calculation via the bosonization technique, where
one obtains the results
〈S−i S
+
i+x/a〉 ∼ (−1)
x/a
(α0
x
)(2K)−1
, (B6)
〈δSzi δS
z
i+x/a〉 ∼ cos(2kFx)
(α0
x
)2K
(B7)
in the asymptotic limit x→∞. Above, kF denotes the field-dependent Fermi wavenumber,
while K denotes the characteristic Luttinger liquid parameter. Also, α−10 ∼ a
−1 is the
momentum cutoff of the underlying Luttinger model, while δSzi = S
z
i − 〈S
z
i 〉. Notice that
the string factors (B2) remove any dependence of the oscillatory factor in the transverse
spin autocorrelator (B6) with kF .
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In the case of the Heisenberg chain, Jxy = Jz, the spin correlations are isotropic at
zero magnetic field. This requires that 2K = 1 = (2K)−1 in such case. We therefore
obtain the spin autocorrelations
〈S−i S
+
i+m〉 ∼ (−1)
m/m, (B8)
〈δSzi δS
z
i+m〉 ∼ [cos(2kFa ·m)]/m (B9)
in the low field limit, where kF ∼= π/2a. Study of Eqs. (B5), (B8) and (B9) then indicates
that the groundstate of the s = 1/2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain in the presence of
a weak external magnetic field is in a canted Neel configuration.
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Figure Caption
Fig. 1. Shown is the schematic band structure of the edge electrons along the quantum Hall
bar at filling ν = 2. The horizontal arrows represent the unique nesting vector, 2kF ,
for the transverse SDW states [see Eq. (48), for example].
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